Points of interest from Bound-with meeting communicated to the Government Documents Processing group.

1. Messy boundwiths (e.g. Those with more than one child per serial title or volumes with more than one serial in it, or those that are both children and parents) will NOT be done as boundwiths. Instead we will:
   a. Put in a note in the MARC holding referring the patron to the Statistical Bulletin record, listing the numbers and dates within brackets. As an example, see TC# o08660191—Foreign ownership of U.S. agricultural land which has several issues bound in Statistical Bulletin.
   b. Put in an autobarcoded item line for that issue.
2. The only problem with not using boundwiths is that if a volume is checked out, the patron won’t know all of the titles that are gone. However, in the case of Statistical Bulletin, the title has very low usage, so this probably won’t be a problem.
3. Volumes that consist of only monographs will continue to be done as boundwiths.
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